
LEMONADE DRIVES 6X GROWTH WITH 
MIXPANEL’S USER INSIGHTS  

THE GOALS
Lemonade is not your average insurance company. With no brokers, no runarounds, and an experience powered by 
ar;ficial intelligence, Lemonade offers consumers a new way to get affordable renters or home insurance, all from 
the comfort of the web or a mobile device.  
  
So when a company like Lemonade is upending how a longstanding industry does business, it has to learn from user 
behavior quickly and use that data effec;vely across the whole organiza;on. That’s where Mixpanel came in.  

“Everything we do is based on data,” said Gil Sadis, Head of Product at Lemonade. “Execu;ves, product, marke;ng, 
analy;cs, customer service, and even underwri;ng teams learn how to use Mixpanel as soon as they join the 
company.”  

Lemonade’s ul;mate business goal is to increase its number of policyholders over ;me. With more than 100,00 
policyholders and coun;ng, the company must op;mize partner and paid acquisi;on channels and educate its 
consumers on how Lemonade is different than the tradi;onal insurance model. Then, the company quickly serves 
personalized quotes so that it’s easy for a consumer to purchase a policy that’s right for them.   

By understanding their data, Lemonade knew they could drive bePer customer experiences and, ul;mately, bePer 
business outcomes. Specifically, Lemonade wanted access to user behavior insights in Mixpanel to determine 
company strategy, to help allocate ;me and resources, and to ensure that teams can make data-informed decisions 
every step of the way.  

With Mixpanel’s suite of user analy;cs products, Lemonade has been able not only to measure and op;mize high-
performing acquisi;on channels but also improve purchase funnels, making it easy for consumers to convert into 
loyal policy holders.  
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INDUSTRY 
• Insurance  
• E-commerce 

PRODUCTS USED 
• Core Reports  
• People  
• Machine Learning  

PLATFORMS 

GOALS 
• Understand the full 

customer journey  
• Drive business decisions 

with user insights  
• Measure and op;mize 

acquisi;on channels  
• Increase overall company 

conversion rates  

SOLUTION  
With Mixpanel, Lemonade 
has the user insights 
necessary to determine 
company strategy, help 
allocate ;me and resources, 
and ensure that teams 
could make data-informed 
decisions every step of the 
way. 

500% 
increase in new policyholders in 
15 months after taking actions 

from Mixpanel insights 

250% 
Increase in company’s overall 
quote-view to purchase rate 

since launch

50% 
increase in Extra Coverage’s 
product purchase rate after 

making data-driven 
improvements 

10%  
of product manager’s time 

saved every year for those who 
use Mixpanel 

CUSTOMER SUCCESS STORY

“For product people, Mixpanel is 
our savior. It’s so easy to see the 
en:re user journey in Mixpanel to 
uncover what’s going on with the 
business and how we can create a 
trustworthy insurance purchasing 
experience for our customers.”  

Gil Sadis,  
Head of Product,  
Lemonade  
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THE SOLUTION 
“We’ve had Mixpanel implemented since Day 0 – even before our 
public launch, to test that our infrastructure was working,” Gil said. 

“I’VE USED MIXPANEL AT MANY 
COMPANIES BEFORE – IT’S THE GO-TO 
MARKET SOLUTION WHEN YOU NEED 
PRODUCT AND USER ANALYTICS.”  
Through Explore and People profiles, the company has an end-to-end 
understanding of the user: “Because our product and marke;ng is 
omni-channel, it’s really easy to see the en;re journey a user takes – 
from acquisi;on, to moving through one of our hundreds of funnels, to 
ul;mately purchasing a policy.”  

“THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 
MIXPANEL AND OTHER ANALYTICS 
TOOLS IS THAT MIXPANEL’S MACHINE 
LEARNING WILL NOTIFY YOU WITH 
WHAT YOU SHOULD CARE ABOUT.”  
“In our busy day-to-day, we’re not looking at every funnel to make sure 
everything is working. But Mixpanel’s anomaly detec;on features tells 
us when there’s a steep drop or unexpected up;ck. This is exactly why 
we want everyone on Mixpanel. When everyone can access the tool, 
we quickly spot issues or no;ce the trends to capitalize on.  

“In every product spec and with every feature we build, we have 
designated placeholder for Mixpanel. That way, we can determine the 
events we track and how this feature is helping us measure and work 
toward our larger business goals.”  

THE RESULTS 
Fueling high growth and produc2vity with Mixpanel  

As newcomers to insurance, an industry that has operated without 
major innova;on for the past 150 or more years, Lemonade has taken a 
design and customer-centric approach, and the strategy is paying off. In 
just one year, the company secured 70,000 policies, serving more than 
100,000 policyholders, and coun;ng.  

In fact, Lemonade’s rate of acquiring new policyholders doubles every 
10 weeks.  

In addi;on to its focus on AI and mobile-first design, Lemonade credits 
much of this growth to the insights their teams are able to find and 
leverage with Mixpanel. 

Ninety-five percent of its employees use Mixpanel, and their decisions 
are driven by insights they discover in the tool.  
 
“Part of onboarding a new employee at Lemonade is crea;ng a 
Mixpanel account. We want people to engage with data, ask ques;ons, 
and find the answers in data to make the right decisions,” Gil said. 

In fact, their reliance on Mixpanel has allowed the company to operate 
in an incredibly nimble and unconven;onal way: “At Lemonade, we only 
focus on the most important stuff, so the en;re org can have the 
biggest impact. And while we have a very focused vision, we don’t 
chase quarterly roadmaps, which many people find strange.  

“However, Mixpanel helps us rigorously priori;ze and balance where 
we innovate versus iterate, all based on what we learn from our user 
behavior data. Nearly everyone here uses Mixpanel, so we are all 
empowered to make informed decisions with data. For example, when 
we release a new innova;ve feature and measure it with Mixpanel, we 
see its direct impact on the business and how many people are 
interested in it.  

“Then, we can compare that to the impact a more itera;ve product 
change has on our users. Since everything is measured in Mixpanel, we 
have clear evidence about what to care about and how to balance 
priori;es.”  

From the company level down to the individual, trust in and use of the 
data saves ;me:  

“MIXPANEL SAVES EVERY PRODUCT 
MANAGER, AT MINIMUM, HALF A 
DAY’S WORK, EVERY WEEK. AND WITH 
ANOMALY DETECTION, THE MOST 
IMPORTANT USER PRIORITIES 
SURFACE TO US INSTANTLY.” 

Increasing purchase rate of Extra Coverage by 50%, thanks to 
anomaly detec2on  

With the launch of Lemonade’s Extra Coverage product, Mixpanel’s 
machine learning helped the team uncover a key insight: new 
policyholders weren’t fully comple;ng the purchase flow.  

“To finalize a policy with Extra Coverage, a user has to submit their 
policy for review. At this stage there’s no need for payment, but 
Mixpanel helped us find that most people didn’t submit it for review; 
they went through the en;re flow and then suddenly stopped,” Gil 
recounted. 

“Aaer anomaly detec;on no;fied us of the staggering drop-off rate, we 
dug deeper into Funnels to find that part of the problem was a 
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browser-based technical issue. In addi;on, the the call to ac;on was 
not clear enough. It felt like you already submiPed something, even 
though there was s;ll one last step.”  

Tackling both the technical and the UX issues led to a drama;c 
improvement: the product team saw a 50% increase in overall 
conversion for Extra Coverage. 

Improving company’s overall quote-view to purchase rate by 
250% since launch 
 
In the beginning, Lemonade’s new user acquisi;on rate wasn’t always 
doubling every 10 weeks.   

“When we launched in 2016, we didn’t know how our customers would 
behave. Lemonade is a completely new product and insurance buying 
experience. We did a lot of user tes;ng, but we didn’t really know how 
our acquisi;on funnel would perform,” Gil remembered.  

“Post-launch, we saw a huge drop in the funnel where users first see 
their quote view. We went straight to Mixpanel. It was easy not only to 
understand at what stage users dropped, but also find and connect 
with the specific users to ask for qualita;ve feedback to improve the 
user experience.”  

SINCE MAKING PRODUCT AND UX 
CHANGES FIRST IDENTIFIED 
THROUGH MIXPANEL, THE OVERALL 
PURCHASE RATE SINCE LAUNCH HAS 
IMPROVED BY 250%.   

“We made the top naviga;on really lean. It was a bit cluPered at first 
and introduced too much insurance talk – jargon like ‘annual 
deduc;ble.’ We simplified everything so if you went through the 
experience all you would see in the quote view is the price and a CTA 
to buy. Then there was a small arrow ushering you to send you to the 
next sec;on.  

“We couldn’t have tracked, measured or understood changes without 
Mixpanel. We tested the placement of features, order of different 
sec;ons, and even the copy. Today, the user experience is a 
culmina;on of all those smaller Mixpanel-backed experiments.” 

 

User analy2cs for marketers 
 
In addi;on to product and UX improvements, Mixpanel has helped the 
Marke;ng team measure and op;mize their paid acquisi;on channels 
and spend.  

“When we found that a lot of our paid channels came from mobile 
devices, we started to direct people to download our app and not go 
through the mobile web flow. However, we saw a steep decline.  

“This prompted us to really improve our mobile web flow, instead, and 
drive app downloads later in the process. The improvements we made 
to the mobile web flow led to conversion rates that were hundreds of 
percent bePer than what we had before,” Gil said.  

“THE MARKETING TEAM USES 
MIXPANEL THE SAME WAY AS THE 
REST OF US. WITH FUNNELS, WE 
MEASURE PERFORMANCE PER 
CHANNEL AND AT THE CAMPAIGN 
LEVEL.”  
“Moving forward they’ll be u;lizing Plagorm even more, especially in 
tying marke;ng and email campaign data to user behavior data.  

That way they can answer ques;ons like: How did the campaign 
perform end-to-end? Did the email language convert? And, did these 
campaigns prompt users to take ac;on within the product?”  

By syncing mul;ple data sources to Mixpanel, all of Lemonade’s teams 
can see the downstream effects and direct impact they have not only 
within the product, but ul;mately the business.  
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